
drugs was reported by 8.4% of HCV positive patients, 34.9% of
them was in a prison for more than 3 months.
Conclusions:
Primary health care institutions should consider screening
people who are at high risk of HCV infection.
Key messages:
� Risky behaviours are associated with higher risk of HCV

infection.
� Epidemiologic data on HCV infection is crucial for

developing optimal healthcare policies for the prevention
and treatment of HCV infection.

Vaccination coverage after the introduction of
mandatory law: results from an Italian Southern
Region
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Background:
Over the latest decades, Europe has been facing the spreading
of vaccine hesitancy. This growing phenomenon has resulted
in decreasing vaccination coverage all over Europe, particularly
in Italy for measles, mumps and rubella. In order to face up
this problem, in 2017 Italy introduced compulsory vaccination
against 10 different infectious diseases: diphtheria, tetanus,
pertussis, polio, hepatitis B, haemophilus influenzae B (all
included in the hexavalent vaccine), measles, mumps, rubella
(included in the MMR vaccine) and chickenpox (from the
2017 cohort). The aim of this study was to evaluate vaccination
coverages in 2019 in Abruzzo, an Italian Southern Region, after
the introduction of compulsory vaccinations.
Methods:
In this study the following indicators were taken into account:
vaccination coverages at 24 months of age (2017 cohort of
birth), vaccination coverages at 36 month of age (2016 cohort),
vaccination coverages at 5/6 years of age (2013 and 2014
cohorts) and vaccination coverages at 16 and 18 years of age
(2001 and 2003 cohorts). Vaccination coverage rates were
calculated as the number of vaccinated patients for each
disease over the total number of patients born in the year
considered.
Results:
At the end of 2019, the 2017 cohort reached 95% coverage for
all vaccinations except for chickenpox (87.9%). Conversely, the
2016 cohort showed low rates for MMR and chickenpox, up to
90.8% and 52.1% respectively. Additionally, 2013 and 2014
teenager cohorts showed coverage rates lower than 95% for all
the compulsory vaccinations.
Conclusions:
After two years of mandatory vaccination law in Italy,
vaccination coverages have reached the 95% threshold only
among patients of 24 months of age. Older cohorts still show
inadequate vaccination coverages despite the introduction of
mandatory vaccination law. Health services at regional level
should develop policies and strategies aiming to improve
vaccination coverages and to reach herd immunity.
Key messages:
� After the introduction on mandatory vaccination, vaccina-

tion coverages reached the 95% threshold only among
patients of 24 months of age.
� Health services should develop strategies aiming to improve

vaccination coverages.

Impact of sociodemographic factors on children’s
immunization in Bulgaria
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Introduction:
Vaccinations have been touted as one of the ‘‘greatest public
health achievements’’, but the rate of under-vaccination in
child population is steadily declining, especially in low-income
groups. Many studies show, that country-specific parental
socio-demographic factors may influence on children’s immu-
nization coverage.
Aim:
To assess which family socio-demographic factors influence
parental vaccine hesitancy.
Methods:
A survey was conducted among 1195 parents of children under
the age of 7y., between 2015-2017, mean age of 30.9�6.4y., of
Bulgarian or other ethnic groups, living in Eastern Bulgaria.
Questions about family socio-demographic factors, attitude,
beliefs and fears were included.
Results:
The share of parents who state that they would not have
vaccinated their children if the vaccination program was not
compulsory is 20.9%. They are mainly in the age range 30-
39(42,4%;Spearman’s �= 0,13;o<0,0001), with higher educa-
tion(57.6%; Pearson’s r=- 0,13;o<0,001), of Bulgarian ethni-
city (73,7%;Pearson’s r=-0,12;o<0,0001%), living in a larger
town, mainly gathering information about vaccines from the
Internet(29.9%), mass media(30%) and/or relatives and
friends(25.5%). Even of compulsory vaccination programs,
these parents tend to have children with missed or postponed
vaccinations. Insufficient knowledge and/or shortcomings of
the health system are the leading factors for parents with lower
education and Roma ethnic group living in relatively smaller
settlements, who do not to have a full-scale vaccination
program of their children.
Conclusions:
Socio-demographic differences in parental attitudes towards
compulsory vaccination require a differentiated approach.
Preventive health care work is needed to overcome the growing
anti-vaccine attitudes. Education and proper evidence-based
proofs about vaccines and their benefits is needed for one types
of a population group while increased knowledge and
improved access to medical services for another population
group.
Key messages:
� A large-scale study, characterized as a representative to the

country, about the parents’ attitudes towards immunization
as a whole in the Republic of Bulgaria was carried out.
� Some socio-demographic factors that might have affected

the readiness of parents to vaccinate their children have been
analyzed.

Flu vaccination during COVID-19 pandemic: a lesson
from an Italian teaching hospital
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Influenza is an acute viral respiratory infection that causes
significant morbidity and mortality worldwide, with indirect
costs considerably exceeding direct costs on patients and
society. Flu vaccination is one of the major strategies for
preventing it, especially among healthcare workers (HCWs), to
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avoid onward transmission to patients and colleagues. The aim
of this research is to analyze the flu vaccination coverage rate
among HCWs and to study which factors conditioned their
adherence. The observational study was conducted in an
Italian teaching hospital located in Rome (Italy) and data were
collected from October to December 2020. A total of 6,568
HCWs was included considering physicians, nurses and other
HCWs as job categories. Age class, gender and job category
variables were analyzed. Statistically significant differences
among groups were tested through �2 test. Univariate analyses
and a multivariate logistic regression (p < 0.05) were per-
formed to assess differences in flu vaccination adherence. The
flu vaccination coverage rate was 60.94%. Considering the job
categories, physicians reached the highest coverage (76.09%)
followed by others HCWs (64.25%) and nurses (49.09%).
According to the logistic regression, belonging to 20-40 age
class was significantly associated with higher flu vaccination
adherence, as well as being nurses (OR 0.26, 95% CI 0.22-0.31)
or other HCWs (OR 0.48, 95% CI 0.40-0.58). Findings showed
an encouraging vaccination coverage rate among HCWs.
Deeper knowledge of the value of vaccination among younger
HCWs could be probably a reason for higher adherence as well
as the wrong perception of being at low risk of illness or
transmitting infections may explains job categories differences.
Especially when considering the disrupting impact of the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, an improved attitude towards flu
vaccination would reduce stress on hospitals and preserve
scarce medical resources.
Key messages:
� Reaching high coverage rates for flu vaccination could save

healthcare resources.
� It is crucial to preserve this positive trend for the future

years by spreading the message to all the involved
stakeholders.
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among adolescents: a systematic review
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Background:
The WHO defines vaccine hesitancy (VH) as ‘a delay in
acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite the availability of
vaccine services’. In spite of the models explaining VH and the
tools used to address it, VH still represents a current problem
and has been declared one of the top ten global health threats
by WHO in 2019. This is mainly true for the adolescents who
represents 25% of the global population. This systematic
review aims to address the determinants of VH in this target
population.
Methods:
PubMed, Web of Science and Scopus were searched to retrieve
articles, published in English, assessing adolescents’ attitudes
and confidence towards vaccinations with any study design
(qualitative or quantitative) from the inception until Dec 2020.
A methodological quality assessment of the articles was
performed based on the study designs.
Results:
Out of 14,704 articles, 20 studies were included in the
qualitative analysis. Ten out of 20 studies were evaluated as
of ‘‘good quality’’, while nine had ‘‘moderate quality’’ and only
one had ‘‘poor quality’’. Factors associated to a positive
attitude towards vaccination included knowledge of vaccine
preventable diseases, the awareness of vaccines, their efficacy,
safety and free of charge, higher education level and active
involvement in decision-making. An association between VH
and socio-economic conditions was also highlighted.

Conclusions:
This systematic review elucidated a better understanding of the
determinants of VH among the adolescent population.
Adolescence represents a crucial phase of life in which boys
and girls begin to make significant choices about their health
and develop attitudes and behaviours that continue into
adulthood. Indeed, their concerns and needs in respect to
vaccination should be widely examined and taken into
consideration to plan tailored interventions to promote
vaccination and reduce VH.
Key messages:
� Vaccine hesitancy among adolescents is a major global

health priority.
� This problem is little studied and further studies and

initiatives aimed at increasing awareness of the problem
should be deserved.

Is the hospital Safety Walkround effective to control
the risk of contagion during COVID-19 pandemic?
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Background:
The Safety Walk Round (SWR) is a risk assessment technique
designed to decrease adverse events and improve workers
attitudes about safety culture through visits and interviews
about safety of care. A new field of application could be the safety
requirements that hospitals have to guarantee during the Covid-
19 pandemic. Our study aimed to investigate the efficacy of SWR
on identifying and solving the critical issues that can increase the
risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection in three Italian hospitals.
Materials and Methods:
The project was developed during the first wave of SARS-Cov-
2 pandemic, from May to July 2020, it involved 3 hospitals in
Turin: Traumatology and Orthopaedic Centre, Paediatric
Hospital Regina Margherita and Sant’Anna Hospital (obstetric
and gynaecological hospital). Pre-triage services and outpatient
waiting rooms were identified as areas at higher risk of
crowding and potential non-compliance with anti-contagion
rules. The first round consisted of observations focused on
hands sanitation, safety social distance, PPE correct use. Than
the workers of the observed areas were interviewed. Thanks
their participation, the critical issues about patient safety and
the potential resolutions were identified. A second round was
realized to verify the implementation of the planned actions
and their effectiveness in solving the issues.
Results:
A total of 4907 moments were observed and the 9,1% of them
was at risk of contagion. During the interviews 23 critical
issues and their possible resolutions were identified. A total of
14 critical issues were solved, 4 partially solved and 5 were
build environmental problems and cannot be solved. The 77%
of total were completely solved, excluding built environment
issues.
Conclusions:
SWR project was effective in involving health workers in safety
promotion activities, sharing informations and improving
trust between hospital managers and operators and spreading
new skills about safety culture in Covid-19 pandemic contest.
Key messages:
� SWR was effective in a pandemic context. During the

emergency, the front line staff were enthusiastic about the
method and felt listened and guided.This has contributed to
achieving the aim of safety.
� The study showed that SWR is a useful tool for hospital

infection control. It also showed that the SWR method can
be used in a time of constant change that requires
adaptability like a pandemic.
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